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ABSTRACT. The observed He II Pickering decrement is modelled using the escape probability 
method developed by Castor & Van Blerkom (1970) to solve simultaneously the equations of ra-
diative and statistical equilibrium for detailed model hydrogen and helium atoms. All important 
radiative and collisional processes are incorporated in this nLTE model. We confirm values of 
0.0 < H/He < 0.5 for WNE stars and 0.0 < H/He < 3.0 for WNL stars with considerable spread in 
each subtype. 

1. Model Atom and Grids 

The model atom used contains 41 levels of He 0 (every S, P, and D state with η < 8) , 30 levels 
of H e + , the He 2+ ion, plus 16 levels of H° and the H + ion. Several model atoms were tested, 
including one with the same doubly-excited states incorporated by Bhatia and Underhill 
(1986, 1988). However, test calculations show that level populations are not significantly 
affected by these levels. 

Since the detailed structure of W R stars remains uncertain, model results for a very 
large parameter space have been covered: 10 9 < n e < 1 0 1 2 c m ~ 3 , 5 Χ 10 4 < T e < 10 6K, 
0.1 < H/He < 10.0. The level populations were iterated until either 1 part in 10 4 accuracy 
was achieved or 30 iterations performed. Those runs for which convergence was not achieved 
are expected to be accurate to within several percent. It is noted that when Tc = T e , and 
the geometric dilution factor is set to unity, LTE populations are returned as expected. 

Since the even quantum numbers of the He II Pickering (n —• 4) series coincide with the 
H ι Balmer lines (n —• 2) , the H/He ratio is derived from the excess of the even (He π + Η ι) 
over the odd (He π) lines in the series. Pickering decrements ( \ogAF\) were found from 
the mean of the logarithmic difference between the odd and even He II optically thin lines 
(n = 9-17). 

2. Results 

Model values of log AF\ were compared to those observed in Galactic and LMC WN 
stars, from Conti, Perry and Leep (1983). We find that for WNE stars 0.0 < H/He < 0.5, 
and for WNL stars 0.0 < H/He < 3.0. Comparison of observed Pickering decrements with 
model grids are consistent over a wide range of n e , T e , Ä c , T c , and H/He, and confirm the 
hydrogen depletion of WN stars, and their chemically evolved nature. 
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